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 GAZETECİLİK TERMİNOLOJİSİ SÖZLÜĞÜ

Above the Fold: A story placed on the top of a newspaper page, literally above the fold. (gazete sayfasının 
en üstünde yer alan haber)
Article : Text or piece of writing on any non-fiction subject  (Makale)
Agenda setting: describes the “ability to influence the importance placed on the topics of the public 
agenda  (Gündem Belirleme)      
Agenda-setting effect: The influence of the mass media created by emphasizing certain topics, thus cau-
sing people to perceive these same issues as important. (medyanın gündem belirleme etkisi)                                 
Announcer: A personwhoannouncessomething, in particularsomeonewhointroducesorgivesinformatio-
naboutprogrammes on radioortelevision. (Sunucu)
Audience: A group of individuals attending to a common media. (izleyici)
Banner: print media term for the headline of a story of unusual importance, stretching over the entire 
width of the page. (manşet)
Beat: The subject or geographical area assigned to a reporter. (Belirli bir coğrafi bölgeye gönderilen mu-
habir)
Brief/Blurb: A shorter version of an article. (makalenin özeti)
Broadsheet : Large-format newspaperwithusuallyseriouscontents ( Büyük sayfaya basılmış gazete)
Breaking news: Newlyreceivedinformationabout an eventthat is currentlyoccurringordeveloping. ( Son 
dakika haberleri-Flaş haber)
Broadcast: Transmit (a programmeorsomeinformation) byradioortelevision. (radyo/Tv de Yayın yapmak)
Blog: [abbreviation of weblog] Web site with a regularly updated list of commentary and links to informa-
tion on the Internet. (internet günlüğü)
Blogosphere: Used to describe the overall or total blogging environment on the Internet, along with all 
the conversations and content connected to that environment. (bütün internet günlüklerini tasvir eder)
Campaign journalism:  journalism that relates to the events, issues, etc., that come up during a political 
campaign. (kampanya gazeteciliği)
Censor:  Officialwiththepowerto stop publication of certainarticles  (sansür)
Correspondent: person who writes articles for  a paper (Haberci)
Column: A regularsection of a newspaperor magazine devotedto a particularsubjectorwrittenby a parti-
cularperson. (Köşe yazısı)
Columnist: A journalistcontributingregularlyto a newspaperor magazine. (Köşe yazarı)
Copy editör: an editor who does this work is called a copy editor. An organization’s highest-ranking copy 
editor, or the supervising editor of a group of copy editors. (Redaktör)
Close-up: Shot of the face of the subject that dominated the frame so that little background is visible.  
(yakın çekim)
Contact: person who provides information to a journalist.(Gazeteciye bilgi sağlayan kişi)
Coverage:  take interest in media (medyada yer alma)
Circulation: thenumber of peoplethat a newspaperor magazine is regularlysoldto (Tiraj)
Communication: communication is simply simply the act of transferring information from one place to 
another.
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26.Communication flow : The direction (upward, downward, horizontal) messages travel through the 
networks in an organization. (İletişim akışı)
Credibility: Speaker’s believability, based on the audience’s evaluation of the speaker’s competence, ex-
perience, character, and charisma. (güvenilirlik)
Cross-cultural communication: Communication of different combinations of people. (çapraz- kültürel 
iletişim)
Doorstepping: practice of journalists to pressure an individual who is an unwilling source of information 
by standing outside the person’s residence or place of work, or by asking questions as the person walks by. 
(dedikodu avcılığı)
Distribution: The process of sending news announcements through various methods, including email, 
fax or mail. (dağıtım)
Edit: Tocheck, modifyandgenerallypreparewrittenmaterialforpublication (Yayına hazırlamak-düzenlemek)
Editor:  Thehead of a newspaperornewspaperdepartment (Yazı işleri müdürü)
Editorial:  An articlewrittenbytheeditorstating his opinion (Başyazı)
Entertainment reporter:  journalist or broadcast announcer who reports on entertainment news, espe-
cially concerning celebrities. (magazin muhabiri)
Enterprise journalism: Enterprise journalism is reporting that is not generated by news or a press release, 
but rather generated by a reporter or news organization based on developed sources. (Kurumsal gazete-
cilik)
Evergreen: Within the context of journalism and broadcasting, evergreen content is content that is not 
time-sensitive (zamana dayalı olmayan içerik)
Ethnocentrism/ethnocentric: Judging other groups according to the categories and values of one´s own 
culture rather than being open to cultural differences. (yabancı düşmanlığı)
Feature:  aspecial or regular article in a newspaper, usually displayed prominently .(baş makale)
Feedback: Any message that aids a communicator in evaluating the success of previous message(s) (geri 
bildirim)
Front Page:  Thefirstpage of a paper, usuallycarryingthemostimportantstory (Baş sayfa)
Freedom of expression:  basic right of any free society, without which, it is claimed, journalists, academ-
ics, and others cannot perform their vital role of seeking and spreading new knowledge. (ifade özgürlüğü)
Freedom of information:  basic right to have access to information of all kinds, from the type held by 
governments to that held by media organizations (erişim özgürlüğü)
Freedom of speech:  right to speak out publicly or privately, through any medium of expression, including 
books, newspapers, magazines, radio, television, motion pictures, and electronic documents on computer 
networks (konuşma özgürlüğü)
Freedom of the press: freedom to publish anything without censorship before or after. Freedom of the 
press has been debated since modern printing began in the 1400s. Some governments place limits on this 
freedom, fearing the power of words to spur people to act against them. (Basın özgürlüğü)
Freelance:  writer, journalist, or artist who works independently and is paid by assignment. (bağımsız 
çalışan gazeteci)
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Gatekeeper: Any person (or group) who controls what media material eventually reaches the public. [D] 
Editor, reporter, news director, or other person who decides what material is printed, broadcast, or ot-
herwise offered to the public. (eşik bekçisi)
Headline:  Thetitle at the top of an article (Manşet)
Header: Another term for headline, often used as the headline term for press releases. (Başlık-manşet)
Inverted Pyramid: Standard news writing style, which is used in PR written materials, which highlights the 
most important information first and follows suit through the end of the article, press release, op-ed, etc. 
(ters piramit)
Interview: A conversationbetween a journalistorradioortelevisionpresenterand a person of publicinte-
rest, used as thebasis of a broadcastorpublication.( Röportaj)
Investigative journalism: a type of journalismthattriestodiscoverinformation of publicinterestthatsome-
one is tryingtohide (Araştırmacı Gazetecilik)
Informant: a personwhotellsesp. thepoliceornewspaperreportersaboutsomething (Hbaer Kaynağı)
Interaction: Exchange of communication in which communicators take turns sending and receiving mes-
sages. (etkileşim)
Journalist:  apersonemployedtowritearticlesfor a newspaper (Gazeteci)
Journal: A newspaperor magazine thatdealswith a particularsubjectorprofessionalactivity (Bülten)
Journalism: writing, collection, preparation, and distribution of news  and related commentary through 
media. The term was originally applied to the reportage of current events in printed form, specifically 
newspapers, but it now includes electronic forms as well (radio journalism, television journalism, online 
journalism). (Gazetecilik)
Journalese:  type of communication style characteristic of journalists (gazete dili)
Lead: First paragraph in a news story. (Haberin giriş paragrafı)
Letter-to-the-Editor: Written by readers of newspapers, these can be submitted by anyone. (okur mektu-
bu)
Mass culture: A set of cultural values and ideas that arise from common exposure of a population to the 
same cultural activities, communications media, music and art, etc. Mass culture becomes possible only 
with modern communications and electronic media. A mass culture is transmitted to individuals, rather 
than arising from people’s daily interactions, and therefore lacks the distinctive content of cultures rooted 
in community and region. Mass culture tends to reproduce the liberal value of individualism and to foster 
a view of the citizen as consumer.(Kitle kültürü).
Mass media: The channels of mass communication./ Sociologically speaking in modern times the ‘com-
munity’ has been replaced by a ‘mass’, a set of autonomous and disconnected individuals, with little sense 
of community. The mass media then is that media (radio, television, newspapers, etc) which are targeted 
at the mass rather than at specific groups or communities (Kitle iletişim araçları).
Media: themedia all the means of mass communication (papers, TV, radio etc) (Kitle iletişim araçları)
Media List: Database of news media contacts, usually developed specifically for a targeted news announ-
cement. (haber kaynaklarının iletişim bilgilerinin olduğu liste)
Monitor/Monitoring: The process of searching for news coverage on an ongoing basis. (Haberi görüntü-
leme)
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Magazines:  Aperiodical publication containing articles and illustrations, often on a particular subjector 
aimed at a particular readership. (Dergi)
Made-up news: Invented; not truenews (Asparagas haber)
Microblogging: Refers to blogs that focus on smaller updates. (daha küçük gruplara ya da özel konulara 
odaklanan internet günlükleri)
New Media: Means of mass communication using digital technologies such as the Internet. (Yeni Medya)
Newspaper: A printed publication (usuallyissueddailyorweekly) consisting of foldedunstapledsheetsand-
containingnews, articles, advertisements, andcorrespondence. (Gazete)
News Photographer: A person who takes photographs of news worthy events for a newspaper, magazi-
ne, orwebsite. (Haber fotoğrafçısı)
News agency: An organization that supplies reports to newspapers, magazines, andtelevisionandradio-
companies (Haber Ajansı)
News Values Criteria:  applied by journalists to evaluating which news stories are worthy of printing or 
broadcasting, and in which order of importance they should appear. (Haber değeri kriterleri)
Newsbreak: short news bulletin inserted in a radio or television program because it is deemed to be wort-
hy of immediate attention. (son dakika haberi)
Newsgroup: a news discussion group on the Internet. Newsgroups are organized into “interest categories” 
(for example, automobiles) (internet üzerinden haber tartışma grupları)
Newshole: It is a journalism term that stands for the amount of space available daily for news in a newspa-
per. (günlük haberler için alan boşluğu)
News Alert/Advisory: Written in “who, what, where, when, why” format, these are distributed to a tar-
geted news media list for the purpose of reminding a reporter/editor/producer about a news event that 
is coming up and extending an invitation to attend and schedule interviews with spokespersons. (haber 
uyarısı)
News Bureau: A regional office of a national (or international) news organization. Reporters from these 
offices typically provide local stories with national impact. (Haber bürosu)
News Release: Written as a news story, these are distributed to a targeted news media list for the purpose 
of compelling a reporter/editor/producer to use the story or interest them in writing their own story and 
utilizing spokespersons. These are not guaranteed for placement in a newspaper or on a TV/radio station. 
(Haber bülteni)
News Wire: News organizations that have a host of beat reporters producing news stories on countless 
topics and distributing these stories over the wire for member newspapers and broadcast affiliates to use 
directly as a news wire story, or to localize to their market. (online gazete)
Off-the-record: Describes material offered the reporter in confidence. If the reporter accepts the material 
with this understanding, it cannot be used except as general background in a later story. (Kayıt dışı)
Op-ed page: Abbreviation for the page opposite the editorial page. The page is frequently devoted to 
opinion columns and related illustrations. (serbest kürsü-gazetenin dışarıdan yazarlara da açık olan sayfası)
Paparazzi: The photographers who follow famous peopleeverywheretheygo in ordertotakephotographs 
of themfornewspapersandmagazines (Paparazzi)
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Parasocial relationship: The tendency of some audience members to identify with media figures (such as 
celebrities or fictional characters) as though an interpersonal relationship has been established. /A situa-
tion whereby audience members develop a sense of kinship or friendship with media personalities./A type 
of “relationship” which exists between television viewers and media performers (for example, talk show 
hosts, entertainers, sports stars).(Parasosyal ilişki)
Perception: The process by which an organism assimilates, interprets, and uses sensory data (Algı)
Personal relationship: Voluntary commitments that are marked by continuing and significant interde-
pendence between particular individuals and that are constantly in process.
Personalized communication: Using nicknames, coded terms, and special vocabulary to enhance part-
ners’ feelings of being connected and to exclude others by demarcating the boundaries of an intimate 
relationship. (Kişiselleştirilmiş iletişim)
Persuasion: Attitude change toward a source’s proposal resulting from a message designed to alter a 
receiver’s beliefs about the proposal. /Communication process, involving both verbal and nonverbal mes-
sages, that attempts to reinforce or change listeners’ attitudes, beliefs, values, or behavior. (İkna)
Plagiarism: Use of another person’s information, language, or ideas without citing the originator and 
making it appear that the user is the originator.(İntihal)
Planned publicity: Publicity that is the planned result of a conscious effort to attract attention to an issue, 
event, or organization.(Planlanmış tanıtım)
Policy: A type of standing plan that serves as a guide for decision making and usually is set by top man-
agement.(Politika)
Popular culture: Intellectual opinions of popular culture, the culture of the masses, have been deeply 
shaped by critical theory. Since the Frankfurt School, which identified with the ‘high culture’ of the intellec-
tual classes, popular culture has been seen as trivial, demeaning and commercialized, serving the interests 
of the capitalist system. Post-modernist theorists, however, no longer accept the belief that there is some 
objectively superior high culture setting a standard from which to make evaluations of others. They have 
been more interested in popular culture as representing the voices of the previously silent, and by adopt-
ing the methods of film analysis or literary criticism they examine the way popular culture is produced and 
the underlying assumptions upon which its meaning rests. (Popüler kültür).
Poststructuralism/poststructural theory: Point of view that emphasizes relationships among language, 
subjectivity, social organization, and power.(Postyapısalcılık, posyapısal teori).
Prejudice: Prejudging others using positive or negative attitudes based on stereotypes rather than infor-
mation about a specific individual / To make a judgment about an individual or group of individuals on the 
basis of their social, physical or cultural characteristics. Such judgments are usually negative, but prejudice 
can also be exercised to give undue favour and advantage to members of particular groups. Prejudice is 
often seen as the attitudinal component of discrimination. (Önyargı)
Primary public: The group of people an organization ultimately hopes to influence or gain approval from.
(Birincil kamu)
Public: A group of individuals tied together by a sense of common characteristics or responses.(Halka açık)
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Public affairs: That aspect of public relations dealing with the political environment of organizations.
(Kamu işleri)
Public communication: A multistep, multidirectional process in which messages are disseminated to a 
broad, and sometimes undifferentiated, audience through complex networks of active transmitters. (Halka 
açık iletişim)
Public opinion: An attitudinal measure of the image a public holds concerning some person, object, or 
concept.(Kamu oyu)
Public relations: A management function that helps define an organization’s philosophy and direction by 
maintaining communication within a firm and with outside forces and by monitoring and helping a firm 
adapt to significant public opinion. (Halkla ilişkiler)
Public speaking: Presentation of a speech, usually prepared in advance, during which the speaker is the 
central focus of an audience’s attention. (Topluluk konuşması/Topluluğa konuşma)
Publicity: Publication of news about an organization or person for which time or space was not purcha-
sed.(Tanıtım)
Publisher: Chief official of a newspaper who directs financial, mechanical, and administrative operations, 
and sometimes news and editorial operations as well (Yayımcı)
Prime -Time: The time at which a radioortelevisionaudience is expectedto be at itshighest. (Televizyonun 
en çok izlendiği saatler)
Press release: Publicity handout, or a story given to the news media for publication. (basın bülteni)
Puff piece or puffery:  Publicity story or a story that contains unwarranted superlatives. (Abartı-şişirme 
haber)
Review : A criticalappraisal of a book, play, film, etc. published in a newspaperor magazine. (İnceleme)
Report:  account of news presented by a journalist in print, broadcast, or Internet form. (bildirmek)
Reportage:  1. use of a medium (print, broadcast, Internet) to present the news; 2. corpus of news; 3. a style 
of reporting news. (röportaj)
Linear content: Content that exists within a defined timeline such as movies, books, short stories and te-
levision shows. (doğrusal içerik-televizyon programları, sinema, kitaplar)
Live-blogging: To blog about a particular event as it is happening, in real-time. (gerçek zamanlı internet 
günlüğü-anında haberleri iletir)
Racism: An ideology based on the idea that humans can be separated into distinct racial groups and that 
these groups can be ranked on a hierarchy of intelligence, ability, morality etc. (Irkçılık)
Reporter: A personwhoreports, especiallyoneemployedtoreportnewsorconductinterviewsforthepres-
sorbroadcastingmedia. (Muhabir)
Role: The typical behavior that characterizes a person in a specific social context./ A position, or status, 
within a social structure that is shaped by relatively precise behavioural expectations (norms). A role has 
been described as the active component of status. The individual, placed within a status in a social struc-
ture, performs their role in a way shaped by normative expectations. Individuals have varying ideas about 
normative standards and their own unique values, so role behaviour is not standardized, however radical 
departure from expected role behaviour will usually result in social sanctions./A position that specifies 
behavioral expectations and status in relation to others. (Rol, görev)
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Stringer: Correspondent, not a regular staff member, who is paid by the story or by the number of words 
written. (Serbest çalışan gazeteci)
Self-censorship: act on the part of journalists to censor themselves because they are under pressure not 
to raise sensitive questions from either governments or the institutions that employ them. (öz denetim)
Signal: Another category of sign. That which stands for something by virtue of a natural relationship of 
causality, contingency or resemblance. For example. a blinking yellow light signals drivers to slow down. 
(işaret, sinyal)
Social responsibility model: view that journalists should monitor what they are reporting to make sure 
that it is ethical, fair, principled, and just, so that people can make wise decisions regarding social and po-
litical issues. (sosyal sorumluluk modeli)
Social relationships: Relationships in which participants interact with social roles but do not significantly 
depend on each other as individuals.(sosyal ilişkiler)
Source: The originator of a thought or idea subsequently transmitted to others in the communication 
process./ Originator of a message.(kaynak)
Speech community: A group of people who share understandings of comrnunication that are not shared 
by people outside of the group.(konuşma topluluğu)
Spiral of silence theory: Explains how perceptions of public opinion can minimize social expression of 
minority opinion while exaggerating majority voices (suskunluk sarmalı teorisi)
Sports / weather reporter: journalist who report sports and weather (Spor/Hava durumu sunucusu)
Strategic plans: Long-range plans concerning a group’s major goals and ways of carrying them out. These 
plans usually are made by top management. (stratejik planlar)
Story:  anewsarticleorreport (Haber makalesi)
Symbol: Representation of an idea./Type of sign which is arbitrary, agreed upon, and is used to stimulate 
meaning. That which stands for or represents something else but bears no natural relationship to it. /Ar-
bitrary, ambiguous, and abstract representations of other phenomena. Symbols are the basis of language, 
much nonverbal behavior, and human thought (sembol)
Synchronous communication: Also known as simultaneous communication. Communication during 
which participants engage in the process at the same time, such as telephone conversation or Internet 
chat room (eş zamanlı iletişim)
Tabloid:  asmall-format paper, withshort, sensationalstories (Tabloid gazete)
Tactical plans: Short-range plans for accomplishing the steps that lead up to achieving an organization’s 
goals. These plans are carried out at every level of an organization and on an everyday basis.(Taktiksel 
planlar)
Target audience: In advertising, the segment of the population for whom the product or service has an 
appeal./ The primary group an organization is trying to influence.(hedef kitle)
Technological determinism: Point of view that claims that media decisively influence how individual 
think, fell, and act, as well as how they view collective life.(teknolojik belirlilik)
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Theory: An account of what something is and/or how it works and/ or what it produces or causes to hap-
pen and/or what should be the case. Theories are points of view, human constructions./ A tentative but 
usually systematic explanation for a problematic situation; an educated guess open to change./An expla-
nation or belief about how something works.(Teori, kuram)
Two-step flow: Theory which asserts that information from media is processed first by opinion leaders 
who then pass it along via interpersonal channels. (İki Adımlı Akış)
Tv audience measurement: A rating is an evaluation or assessment of something (reyting ölçümü)
Uncertainty reduction theory: Point of view that claims uncertainty motivates communication and cer-
tainty reduces the motivation to communicate (Belirsizlik azaltma teorisi)
Uncontrolled media: Those media whose actions are not under the public relations practitioner’s control, 
such as community newspapers and radio (Denetimsiz medya)
Upward communication: Communication from lower members of the organizational hierarchy (subordi-
nates) to members higher in the organization (Yukarı iletişim)
Uses and gratifications approach: Explains how mass media audiences make choice to use media con-
tent for their own gratifications and their own purposes.(Kullanımlar ve Doyumlar yaklaşımı)
Value(s): Relatively general cultural prescriptions of what is right, moral and desirable. Values provide the 
broad foundations for specific normative regulation of social interaction. /A general, relatively long-lasting 
ideal that guides behavior.(Değerler).
Verbal communication: One of two major communication code systems; associated with our spoken 
and written language; typically labeled as “language”./The transmission of messages using words, either 
written or spoken.(Sözlü iletişim)
Vertical chain of communication: Communication between members of different levels of organizatio-
nal hierarchy; i.e., between managers and subordinates.(Dikey iletişim zinciri)
Work team: A group of people who are responsible for a whole work process or a segment of the process 
that delivers a product or service to an internal or external customer.(Takım çalışması)
Xenophobia: An individual’s irrational and obsessive hatred of people perceived as different and foreign. 
Related to the concepts of racism and ethnocentrism. All of these can be overcome by the study of the so-
cial sciences and coming to appreciate the ideas of culture and social structure as tools for understanding 
ourselves and others.(Yabancı düşmanlığı)
Yellow journalism: use of lurid and sensationalized reporting to attract readers and increase circulation. 
The term was coined in the 1890s to describe the rivalry between two New York papers, the World and the 
Journal. Some of the techniques used by the two newspapers have actually become permanent features 
of journalistic presentation, including banner headlines, colored comics, and numerous illustrations. (Sarı 
gazetecilik ya da sarı basın, çok az ya da hiçbir dayanağı olmadan yapılmış bir araştırmaya göz alıcı haber 
başlıkları eklenerek daha çok gazete satılmak için yapılan gazetecilik türü.)
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